
Revision sheet - Youth Culture Essay sheet 3b 

Essays on Youth Culture - Section B  
Tip: Essays are always a debate. So, you must include argument 
here with lots of evaluation throughout your answer. Start with a 
plan of all of the points for and against. 

Tip: Turn the command into a question, e.g. evaluate the view that 
traditional families are good for individuals and for society.

This could become: who says that traditional families are good for 
individuals and for society and are they right? This will enable you 
to sort the points for and against much more easily. But remember, 
don’t just describe all of the points. You must explain and evaluate 
them.

Your essays must always be a debate which contain a spread of AO1, 
AO2 and AO3 skills. 

Suggested writing framework for every section of your essay:

[D] escribe a point or a view that is relevant to the focus
[E] xplain what it means
[S] upport and criticise the point or view with evidence
[I] nterpret what each reference to evidence shows
[R] efer (apply) this to the debate
[E] valuate - point out the strengths and weaknesses of
the specific idea (remember to make a judgement at the end)

Do: 
• have a good spread of all 3 skills throughout your essays
• make a judgement based on the debate in the essay
• use evidence.

Don’t: 
• just evaluate at the end
• describe opposing views.

Revision tip 
Using different coloured cards, summarise the main ideas and 
writers for each theory. Put studies that support each theory on 
matching coloured cards. Practice explaining how each study could 
be used to support the theory. Then, try and use the studies to 
criticise the other theories.

Youth Culture: Organising ideas and evidence  

   Youth Culture: A few examples (there are a lot more!)

Theory Basic ideas Key writers Supporting evidence Criticisms & evidence

Functionalism Youth is an essential stage 
towards adulthood, a rite of 
passage 
It performs important functions
Gives a sense of belonging

Parsons
Eisenstadt

Examples of youth 
cultures that might prove 
that they are required

But there are so many 
different ones….PM ideas

Marxist Youth cultures are class based
Resistance
Semiotics/symbols
bricolage

Brake
Hall & Jefferson
CCCS
Hebdige
Cohen

Most spectacular YC were 
W/C
Goths, Hodkinson
Balckman
MacDonald & Shildrick

Stan Cohen
McRobbie & Garber-gender
Thornton-class not the 
basis
Hetherington
Maffessoli
Bennett

Feminist Females have been ignored
Females are increasingly 
involved

Mc Robbie & 
Garber
Greer

Frith
Archer
Hey
Connolly - masculinity
Sewell - masculinity and 
ethnicity
Connell
Wilkinson

Connolly masculinity
Sewell masculinity and 
ethnicity

Postmodernist Choice
Diversity and freedom
Pic and mix identity and 
supermarket of style  
Neo-tribes

Polheimus
Thornton
Maffessoli
Hetherington
Bennett

Existence of mixed groups
Thornton
Maffessoli
Hetherington
Bennett

Ethnicity significant
Goths, Hodkinson
Blackman

Ethnicity Response to racism
Styles of Black Caribbean youth
Rastafarianism
Reggae
Ragga/jungle music
Grime

Hebdige
Linton Kwesi 
Johnson
Sivanden

Hebdige
Linton Kwesi Johnson
Sivanden

Does not consider other 
factors

SociologySociology


